This information provides a broad overview of what is being learnt in English and Maths. Teachers adapt lessons to meet the needs of individual pupils.

This week we have been learning:

| Maths | • To be able to identify a family of multiplication and division facts.  
|       | • To be able to solve word problems involving division, using the division facts of the 2, 5 and 10 times tables  
|       | • To be able to recognise and understand odd and even numbers |

| English – writing | • To edit and improve writing, carefully checking for...  
|                  | o correct use of punctuation (capital letters, full stops, question marks & exclamation marks)  
|                  | o spelling mistakes  
|                  | o opportunities to add adjectives or adverbs |

| English – phonics and spelling | To use the Grapheme-phoneme-correspondence charts to use the correct spellings for words.  
|                                | To spell words correctly by checking which word looks correct. Ie knee, nkee, nea, knea |

Please use the homework journal for homework.

For homework this week:

| Maths | Division and multiplication stories.  
|       | Please help your child to explain the division and multiplication they are doing by making up stories to match the equation.  
|       | I.e I have 35 pens and I need to share them equally between 5 pots.  
|       | How many pens will need to go in each pot? |

| English reading | Please read for at least 10 minutes a day. Encourage your child to close the book when they’ve finished and talked about what they remember/ what they’ve learned/ what happened. This skill takes practice so try to do it regularly. |

| Phonics and spelling | Please take time to practise your child’s spellings and write sentences using the spellings. This week we would like the children to put their spellings into a question.  
|                      | I.e. last – who is the last person in the line? |

Topic work and other subjects will also be taught. Information about the content has been sent home earlier in the term and is also available on the school website.